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he structure of this 2014 edition of our activity and sustainable
development report is largely unchanged from the previous year. This is to
enable readers to observe the progress made from one year to the next, in
particular in the area of sustainable development.
This year, we have added two portfolios illustrating our activities in Brazil and
the French overseas departments, respectively. Lastly, a table of key
performance indicators relating to corporate social responsibility (CSR) has
been included at the end of the report, to provide an overview of our
performance trends.
Readers seeking a more in-depth understanding of our CSR positioning
should consult our Reference Document, which may be viewed and
downloaded on our website: www.albioma.com.
It should be noted, however, that in accordance with the provisions of the
French Code of Commerce, the scope of the Reference Document includes
consolidated companies only, whereas the figures in this report relate to all
of the Group’s activities.
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Stockpiled bagasse at the Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica power plant in Brazil,
during the sugar harvest.

The Rio Pardo Termoelétrica boiler plant operates all year round using
bagasse produced by the neighbouring sugar refinery.
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Bagasse produced by the sugar refinery is stored
on the site of the thermal power plant.

Numerous trucks deliver their loads of sugar cane to the sugar refinery
every day of the harvest, which in this region can last up to nine months.
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In the control room, Rio Pardo Termoelétrica staff monitor and manage all the critical
power generation and steam production parameters.

The feed unit at the Albioma Caraïbes plant supplies the boiler unit
with fuel that has been pre-treated to obtain specific combustion properties.
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Albioma’s first solar power plant with integrated storage has been installed on the roof
of a shopping centre in Saint-Pierre, on Reunion Island.

A conveyor belt carries bagasse from the sugar refinery to the Albioma Le Moule plant. Incoming bagasse
is either recovered directly in the boiler plant or temporarily stored in a purpose-built storage facility.
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In 2014, Albioma Le Gol produced enough electricity
to cover the requirements of 300,000 households.
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CHAMPIONING INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY
PLAYING A ROLE
IN THE ENERGY TRANSITION
Albioma aims to convert its thermal power plants
from the existing bagasse/coal model to a new
bagasse/other biomass sources model. To ensure
that this conversion is successful, the Group
is developing new biomass supply chains, with proper
consideration for the risk of conflicts of use.
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Aware of the consequences of its acti
on the atmosphere, water and soil,
Albioma is committed to an environme
impact reduction strategy.
Cleaving to its business model based
on the circular economy, the Group st
to identify all economically viable mea
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GOOD CORPORATE
CITIZENSHIP
The quality of Albioma’s human resources
is one of the Group’s key strengths,
which we intend to preserve, develop
and enrich by promoting diversity
and integration in the labour market.
Albioma is proud of its role as a local partner,
working in symbiosis with host communities.

OPTIMISING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Albioma attaches great importance to improving
the energy performance of new and existing
power plants, as well as the processes
that interconnect them with partners’ facilities.
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JACQUES PÉTRY
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

n 2015, France will host the COP21 Conference on Climate
Change, giving new impetus to the fight against global warming.
Albioma is proud to play a role in preventing climate change, by
supplying renewable electricity around the clock, seven days a
week. We harness our unmatched experience in sugar cane bagasse recovery, gained over more than 20 years, and are developing
the use of a variety of biomass sources free from conflicts of use. As
a result, our new plant in Le Galion, Martinique, will operate using
biomass exclusively. This new plant will cover 15% of the island’s
electricity requirements, and will make a very significant contribution
to achieving the Energy Transition Act’s target of 50% renewable
energy in the French overseas departments by 2020.
Our business model is based on regional-scale production facilities
that enable us to make best use of the endogenous resources of the
areas in which we operate, develop win-win partnerships with local
stakeholders, and maintain close relationships with our electricity
and steam customers.
The Group’s positioning as a regional player with expertise in renewable energy, working closely with the sugar-making and ethanol industry, once again translated into excellent operational results this
year. Our first acquisition in Brazil, in March 2014, is already making
a significant contribution to this performance.
Our commitment to the energy transition is one of four pillars underpinning our civic responsibility efforts, together with making most
ALBIOMA
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efficient use of resources, setting a good example in our dealings
with all of our partners, and continuously improving our environmental performance.
We attach great importance to maximising the energy efficiency of
the primary energy that we consume. We have demonstrated this in
Brazil, where our teams’ expertise enabled the Rio Pardo plant to
increase the quantity of electricity produced per tonne of sugar cane
by 30% within a few months.
Our civic responsibility efforts focus first and foremost on the safety
of our employees and subcontractors. We are not satisfied with the
dip in safety performance observed in 2014. During the summer of
2014, under the authority of our Board of Directors’ Corporate Social Responsibility Committee, we launched an ambitious programme to re-motivate our employees and rapidly and durably improve our performance in this area. The main thrusts of our
environmental protection efforts (which cover the water, air and
ground) include controlling our impacts more effectively, communicating transparently about those impacts, and implementing a sustained capital investment programme.
Developing our Thermal Biomass and Photovoltaic Solar Power activities and consolidating our Anaerobic Digestion business (which
remains a fragile emerging sector in France) will continue to drive
growth in 2015. Our long-term goal is to be known as a tier one
player in clean, efficient energy production.
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Priority
to biomass

2014

2012-2015

BRAZIL’S FIRST ALL-BAGASSE POWER
PLANT - RIO PARDO TERMOELÉTRICA
FIRST ANAEROBIC
DIGESTION UNIT

2013

Séchilienne-Sidec
becomes Albioma
SALE OF THE WIND
POWER BUSINESS

Expansion into wind
and solar power
2004-2011

2011
2006
2005
2004

Bagasse/coal
cogeneration
begins

2001

1990-2003

2000
1998
1995
1994
1992

Coal period
1982-1989

1982

ALBIOMA CARAÏBES

FIRST PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANT
Air Liquide sells stake
to Financière Hélios

FIRST WIND FARM

Séchilienne merges
with Sidec

TERRAGEN

ALBIOMA LE MOULE

ALBIOMA LE GOL

Séchilienne (Air Liquide) acquires a stake

ALBIOMA BOIS-ROUGE

Sidec emerges
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ALBIOMA

AN INDEPENDENT BASE-LOAD
ENERGY PRODUCER
GUADELOUPE

a

lbioma has been a key
partner to the sugar-making industry in the
French overseas departments and Mauritius for
more than 22 years. The Group’s core business
is energy-efficient bagasse(1) recovery. In 2014,
the unique expertise acquired in this area over
the years provided a springboard from which to
successfully export our innovative business
model to Brazil, the world’s largest producer of
sugar and ethanol from sugar cane. As a
producer of base-load electric power – available
on a 24/7 basis – Albioma has developed
acknowledged expertise in hybrid combustion
of various types of biomass and coal.
Taking advantage of our presence in regions
with excellent sunshine exposure, we are
developing and operating a high-performance,
profitable fleet of photovoltaic solar farms. In
2014, we commissioned our first photovoltaic
facility with integral storage, demonstrating our
ability to integrate this new technology with our
existing offering.
In keeping with our strategy of developing new
renewable energy production resources, in 2012
we moved into the collective agricultural
anaerobic digestion sector in mainland France,
with the acquisition of Methaneo.
Our expertise in this business, which enables
farming and agribusiness co-products to be
ALBIOMA

Le Moule

MAINLAND FRANCE
2013: First anaerobic
digestion units begin
operation

Marie-Galante

Galion

FRENCH
GUIANA

MARTINIQUE
2017: Galion 2 –
First bagasse/biomass
power plant

METROPOLITAN
FRANCE
SOUTHERN EUROPE

ANTILLES
& GUIANA

BRAZIL

INDIAN
OCEAN

MAYOTTE

Bellevue
REUNION ISLAND
1992: Bois-Rouge,
First bagasse/coal plant
Rio Pardo
BRAZIL
2014: Rio Pardo,
First acquisition of an existing
bagasse plant, with a new
project every 12-18 months

Thermal Biomass

2016: Saint-Pierre,
First bioethanol-fuelled
peaking power plant

Solar Power

recovered, offers an opportunity to supplement
our offering as an efficient energy partner to the
sugar-making and ethanol sector.
Our industrial and business model has proved
its worth since the early 1990’s, and we are
proud of the trust-based relationships that we
have built with our agribusiness partners, power
distribution customers and local authorities.
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MAURITIUS
2000: First
international
success story

Savannah
Saint-Aubin
Bois-Rouge
Le Gol

Saint-Pierre

Anaerobic Digestion

(1) Bagasse is the fibrous sugar cane residue obtained
after the sugar has been extracted.
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2014 IN FIGURES
E364 M
in 2013

e354M
CONSOLIDATED REVENUES IN 2014
A conveyor belt carries bagasse from the sugar
refinery to the Rio Pardo Termoelétrica plant
acquired by Albioma in 2014.

ALBIOMA
IN 2014
MARCH
Acquisition of the Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica power plant
in Brazil
JUNE
Refinancing deal by Albioma’s
holding company

(excluding raw material price effects)

E133.6 M
in 2013

E42.6 M
in 2013

e129M

e38M

CONSOLIDATED EBITDA

NET PROFIT,
GROUP SHARE

AUGUST
The Group’s first solar power
plant with integral
storage begins operating
(Reunion Island)
DECEMBER
Galion 2 contract signed
(Martinique)
JANUARY 2015
Contract for a bioethanolfired combustion turbine unit
(Reunion Island)

1.3 MT
in 2013

1.8 MT

OF BAGASSE RECOVERED
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639 MW
in 2013

567 MW
in 2013

701 MW

627 MW

INSTALLED CAPACITY

THERMAL BIOMASS

3,432 GWH
in 2013

3,529 GWH
OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED,
COVERING THE POWER
REQUIREMENTS
OF 2.9 MILLION PEOPLE

70 MW
in 2013

71 MW
SOLAR POWER

2 MW
in 2013

359
in 2013

413
EMPLOYEES
ALBIOMA
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3 MW
ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

16

ALBIOMA– AN INDEPENDENT

RENEWABLE
ENERGY
PRODUCER
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THREE BUSINESSES
Albioma operates three businesses: Thermal Biomass,
Solar Power and Anaerobic Digestion.

1 50% of Albioma’s
photovoltaic power
facilities are rooftop
installations, like this
photovoltaic power plant
on Reunion Island.
2 Tiper Méthanisation’s
digester is where biogas
is produced.
3 Albioma Bois-Rouge
was the first bagasse/coal
power plant to be built
and run by the Group.
This plant has been
operating since 1992.

o

ur main energy production business, Thermal Biomass, has given us strong ties
with the sugar sector and enabled us to develop
unique know-how in the French overseas departments. We are now successfully exporting
this expertise to Brazil. Our Solar Power business has developed as a result of our longstanding presence in regions with excellent sunshine conditions. We are a major player in the
photovoltaic power sector in the French overseas departments, where we operate high-
quality, profitable facilities. Lastly, Anaerobic
Digestion is our most recent production activity,
based in mainland France. This business recovers farming and agribusiness co-products in order to produce biogas, which can in turn either
be directly injected into gas transmission networks or burnt to produce electricity and steam.
HIGH-PERFORMANCE INDUSTRIAL
FACILITIES
Our business centres on project development
and operation. We have expertise at every stage
of the value chain: design, development, finance,
construction and operation. Over the years, the
Group has built up a solid fleet of medium-sized
(30-100 MW) power plants. These high-performance base-load facilities are able to reliably
and competitively generate electricity 24 hours a
day, all year round. Albioma is a locomotive for
the local economy, with an agile workforce and
considerable expertise in recovering agricultural

co-products for energy and managing complex
island environments.
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODEL
OUR HEARTLAND
Albioma’s growth is driven by a business model that
creates value. Upstream, biomass procurement is
secured via fair partnerships with farmers and
agri-business industrials. Downstream, the supply
of electricity to the grid is guaranteed by very longterm (15- to 35-year) contracts, in most cases with
the national operator EDF, with feed-in tariffs
indexed to fuel purchase costs. These arrange
ments enable Albioma to control the risks relating to
procurement volumes, sale prices and counterparts. With a pre-sold stock of 25 years of electricity
production and an asset base that generates recurrent cash flows, the Group’s strong financial position
allows us to fund domestic and international growth.
ADAPTING TO NEW BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENTS
In Brazil, Albioma secures the sale of part of its Rio
Pardo Termoelétrica plant’s production through
power purchase agreements with industrial
customers. The remaining electricity production is
sold on the spot market, which saw exceptionally
high prices in 2014. Rio Pardo Termoelétrica has
secured, in April 2015, 82 GWh per year on the
regulated market (approximately 50% of its
production) for a 20 year period of time, at a very
high price indexed on the local inflation rate.
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STRONG GROWTH OUTLOOK
For Albioma, 2014 was an outstanding year in
terms of new contracts. The growth strategy
defined in 2012 began to bear fruit, in the form
of contracts for Rio Pardo Termoelétrica in
Brazil, for the Galion 2 bagasse/biomass plant
in Martinique and for a bioethanol-fuelled combustion turbine plant on Reunion Island. In a
global context in which the dominance of fossil
energy is less clear-cut and is increasingly being challenged, we firmly believe that biomass
free from conflicts of use will play a major role
in the development of environmentally-friendly
and competitive base-load electricity production. Albioma continues to develop renewable

energy production facilities that are available
around the clock, 365 days a year, in particular
by implementing a bagasse-biomass model
for the Thermal Biomass business, commissioning solar farms with integral storage facilities, and enhancing our expertise in industrialscale agricultural anaerobic digestion
processes.
Albioma targets high-growth markets such as
Brazil, which is an agricultural powerhouse
with a strong focus on renewable energy in its
electricity mix. The good fit between Thermal
Biomass and hydropower in Brazil offers the
prospect of rapidly developing additional projects over the short- and medium-term.

IN 2014, ALBIOMA
PRODUCED:

51%

OF THE ELECTRICITY
CONSUMED ON
REUNION ISLAND

42%

OF THE ELECTRICITY
CONSUMED
IN MAURITIUS

32%

1

OF THE ELECTRICITY
CONSUMED
IN GUADELOUPE

2

3
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Marwane Bejgane,
CEO, Énergie de Martinique

INTER
VIEW

How do you see biomass-based energy production developing in the Caribbean?

“

The Caribbean’s economic development and population growth are placing
an increasing strain on the region’s power grids. Biomass will break our dependency
on fossil fuel and enable us to create added value locally while developing regional-scale
logistics solutions.
The West Indies are major sugar cane producers, and have always used bagasse as a fuel
in boilers. In Caribbean regions further south, forestry activities yield large quantities of wood
waste, which is a major source of currently unrecovered biomass. In addition to this residual
biomass, biomass production for energy offers much higher yields in the Caribbean than
in temperate zones, as demonstrated by the tests currently being carried out by Biomasse
de Martinique.
Biomass is readily available in the Caribbean Region and Amazonia, both as a co-product
of sugar cane production and forestry activities and as a dedicated energy crop. The challenge
is to harness this resource while organising its production and movement between producing
areas and consumers such as ourselves here in Martinique.

”

1
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THERMAL BIOMASS

OUR CORE BUSINESS
BAGASSE – A PLENTIFUL GLOBAL
RESOURCE
Sugar cane is one of the world’s most widely
grown crops. In the French overseas departments, it is the number one agricultural resource.
In Brazil, 9.6 million hectares of land were used
for sugar cane plantations in 2013, (3% more
than in 2010), an area larger than Portugal.
Currently, less than 10% of the world’s bagasse
is thought to be recovered for energy. This natural resource is a clean fuel. As market prices for
sugar were low in 2014, it is particularly crucial
to efficiently recover bagasse for energy, in order
to meet sugar-makers’ steam and electricity
requirements and sell surplus electricity into the
grid.
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
WITH INDUSTRIAL SUGAR REFINERS
We have harnessed our experience of energy
recovery from bagasse to become key partners
of industrial sugar refiners. Supplying bagasse
to power plants that supply steam and electricity
to sugar refineries in return is a sustainable
model that gives these sugar makers a decisive
competitive advantage. Similarly, the energy
performance of Albioma’s power plants enables
the Group to generate and export electricity to
distributors, helping them to meet increasing
demand from consumers.
TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERTISE
IN DUAL-FUEL COMBUSTION
Our thermal power plants, built near sugar
refineries, are designed to recover all bagasse
produced. Through these facilities, the Group is
committed to maintaining its expertise in
dual-fuel combustion technology in order to produce electricity and heat from bagasse and
coal. During the sugar harvest, which lasts
between five months (in overseas France) and
nine months (in certain regions of Brazil), the
plants operate as cogeneration units, with
ALBIOMA

3
SUGAR
115 kg

STEAM
450 kg

ELECTRICITY
30 kWh

INDUSTRIAL
SUGARMAKERS

ALBIOMA

SUGAR CANE
1 tonne

ELECTRICITY
120 kWh

BAGASSE
300 kg

 agasse as the main fuel. The rest of the time,
b
they operate using a condensing process in the
same way as conventional power plants. The
choice of coal as the auxiliary fuel is justified by
its commercial availability at attractive prices,
and the ease with which it can be shipped to
island locations. It can be used in a hybrid-
combustion configuration to supply energy all
year round at a competitive cost while com
plying with applicable French and European
atmospheric emissions standards.
Albioma aims to significantly reduce the quantity
of coal used by its existing thermal power plants
– and hence their carbon footprint – by reco
vering new types of biomass in addition to
bagasse. As our plants are already designed for
multi-fuel operation, implementing this change
to the energy mix will require less capital
expenditure than the sums invested by certain
European energy companies to convert their
all-coal plants to operate with biomass.
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1 A bagasse warehouse
at Albioma’s power plant in
Le Moule, Guadeloupe,
during the sugar harvest.
2 Simplified operating
process of Albioma’s
dual-fuel thermal power
plants.
3 From one tonne of
sugar cane, an industrial
sugar-maker supplies
300 kg of bagasse
to Albioma, which in turn
produces: 120 kWh
of electricity for the power
grid as well as 450 kg of
steam for the sugar-maker,
enabling it to produce
115 kg of sugar.
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1

3
A NEW BIOETHANOL-FUELLED
COMBUSTION TURBINE PLANT
The contract relating Albioma’s startup of a bioethanolfuelled combustion turbine plant on Reunion Island was
signed in January 2015. This is the first plant of this type
in France. In tackling this new technical challenge, our
teams can draw on the experience acquired at the domestic
heating oil-fuelled combustion turbine plant in Le Galion
(Martinique), which has been operating since 2007.

2

3
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105 GWH

RIO PARDO TERMOELÉTRICA
PRODUCED

OF ELECTRICITY FOR THE BRAZILIAN
POWER GRID IN 2014

SUCCESSFUL MOVE INTO BRAZIL
In Brazil, Albioma is providing its expertise and
know-how to the sugar industry, while adapting
its model to suit the country’s specific context.

Alongside these technical improvements, the
plant’s first sugar harvest managed by Albioma
went smoothly, illustrating our operating team’s
effective partnership with the sugar-maker.

In March 2014, Albioma acquired Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica, a cogeneration plant located in
the State of São Paulo. This facility, which the
sugar-maker had been operating since 2009, is
well equipped and has an installed capacity of
60 MW, comparable to that of the Group’s other
plants. Albioma’s technical specialists applied
their expertise to upgrade the new plant’s performance, increasing yields from the very first
sugar harvest. Work was carried out to reduce
the moisture content of the bagasse exiting the
sugar refinery, to optimise one of the turbine
generators, improve boiler efficiency and allow
sugar cane straw to be recovered. All in all,
these improvements raised performance from
its baseline of 44 kWh of electricity exported to
the grid per tonne of cane to 57 kWh by the end
of the harvest.

In April 2015, Albioma announced the signing of
final documentation relating to the acquisition of
a 65% interest in Codora Energia, which owns a
48 MW bagasse cogeneration unit in the state of
Goiás. Our business development teams are
currently in active discussions with several other
Brazilian sugar refiners with a view to taking over
existing facilities or building new cogeneration
plants, in line with the Group’s stated aim of
building a new project every 12 to 18 months.

Against a backdrop of water shortages and limi
ted hydroelectric output, these electricity yields
represent a sustainable addition to the Brazilian
electricity mix from a renewable source. This
contribution is particularly valuable, given the
growing demand from industrial customers and
the general public.
ALBIOMA

INNOVATION – A KEY GROWTH DRIVER
The December 2014 contract for the Galion 2
plant in Martinique vindicated the design of
Albioma’s new bagasse/biomass thermal power
plant model. For Galion 2, our engineering
teams devised a process able to operate with
multiple types of locally-sourced and imported
biomass during the interval between sugar harvests. These new fuels present issues relating to
control of variable moisture contents, handling,
storage and impacts on our production facilities.
Our experience acquired from previous bagasse
recovery operations and numerous laboratory
testing phases and trials at our existing plants
will be brought to bear on these new challenges.
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1 A truck loaded with
sugar cane heads toward
the sugar refinery
adjoining Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica.
2 Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica operators
monitor the plant
constantly and promptly
order site work as
necessary.
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SOLAR POWER

ENHANCING OUR GREEN
ENERGY OFFERING
The Group opportunistically established a photovoltaic
power generation business in 2006.

1 Lithium-ion batteries
are a key feature of this
solar farm with integral
storage.
2 Maintenance
operations by Albioma’s
Solar Power teams ensure
that our facilities achieve
consistently high
availability.
3 This solar farm with
integral storage was built
above a shopping centre
under construction.
Our teams had to deal with
the difficulties posed by
operating at a site where
multiple teams are
working in the same
cramped space.

i

n synergy with our Thermal Biomass business, building an advanced solar power fleet increases our contribution to renewable electricity
production, supplementing the green energy
recovered from bagasse. With a solar power
portfolio of 71 MW, Albioma is one of France’s
largest solar power producers. Our fleet includes
ground array installations (50%) as well as rooftop facilities (50%). Some 80% of the Group’s
solar farms are located in French overseas
departments, where they benefit from excep
tional sunshine conditions, with exposure
exceeding the average for French farms by more
than 20%. Albioma has secure long-term contracts with EDF.
AN INNOVATIVE NEW PROJECT FOR A
SOLAR FARM WITH INTEGRAL STORAGE
In 2014, we commissioned our first solar power
facility with integral storage, in line with our
power generating strategy designed to maxi

mise availability. This 1 MW facility, built on the
roof of a shopping centre in Saint-Pierre on
Reunion Island, is equipped with lithium-ion

batteries that smooth any dips in production

during the day (due to cloudy spells and changing

weather conditions). The Energy Regulation
Commission (Commission de régulation de
l’énergie - CRE) has awarded Albioma the
contract for another 2 MW solar farm with storage capabilities to be built in French Guiana.

1
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2

INTER
VIEW

Karim Hallimo,
Project engineer

“

This solar farm with integral storage was more complicated to
build than the other farms, due to its location on the roof of a
public building. From an operational perspective, it requires somebody to be
present onsite at least one or two hours a day, in order to analyse the various
critical systems. We pay particular attention to the battery chopper; if there
was a problem with this device we would not be able to start generating
electricity, given that it transfers power from the panels to the battery,
and then from the battery to the current inverter. We also closely monitor
the converter and refrigeration unit, as well as following the weather
forecasts, as changing meteorological conditions can significantly affect
our daily power generation profile.
The success of this project can be put down to effective teamwork with the
operational teams from Reunion Island, whose experience and dedication at
the site have been invaluable assets in complying with the implementation
schedule and during everyday operation of the facility.

”

3
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COLLECT
FARM WASTE…

1

…TO PRODUCE
ENERGY

…AND DIGEST IT…

COGENERATOR PLANT
Biogas
Agricultural products

Electricity
Heat

ANAEROBIC DIGESTION FACILITY
Digestate
Cereals

Manure and slurry
Farming
by-products

SPREADING

RETURN TO THE EARTH

IN 2014, ALBIOMA
OWNED THREE OPERATIONAL
ANAEROBIC DIGESTION
FACILITIES

2 Mw

TIPER

0.5 Mw

CAP’TER

0.5 Mw

SAIN’TER

2
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

ENHANCING
OUR PARTNERSHIP
WITH SUGAR REFINERS
The anaerobic digestion process can be used to recover organic waste,
particularly farming waste, in order to produce a combination of biogas
(by biological decomposition of organic matter
in a confined oxygen-free medium) and “digestate”, which may be used,
either directly or after additional processing, as fertilizer.

a

gricultural anaerobic digestion recovers by-products from farming and
agri-business: manure, slurry, plant co-products
and waste from agri-business industries. This
sector accounts for 52% of European biogas
production sources and is driving growth in the
biogas market in France.

maize). These significant supplies of cereal
crops result enable German digesters to achieve
higher yields, as well as benefitting from a very
favourable pricing structure.

The biogas thus produced can either be injected
directly into the gas transmission network or
else burnt in motors to produce electricity and
recover the heat produced by the motors.

Staff at Methaneo are currently working to
achieve a standard of expertise in biogas production that will allow the industrial process to
be fully optimised. Development of additional
collective agricultural anaerobic digestion units
has been temporarily suspended while the anaerobic digestion industrial model is validated.

THREE PIONEERING UNITS IN
OPERATION
The Group’s first three anaerobic digestion units,
all located in western France, were operational
in 2014: TIPER (2 MW), CAP’TER (0.5 MW) and
SAIN’TER (0.5 MW). Power ramp-up at these
plants, which use technology that is new not
only to Albioma but also to the other French
operators, has taken longer than originally

planned. Unlike the German agricultural anaerobic digestion model, French units cannot make
large-scale use of energy crops (particularly

NEW PARTNERSHIPS WITH SUGAR
REFINERS
The sugar industry produces liquid residues as
well as bagasse: molasses and vinasse. These
by-products have properties that make them
potentially suitable for anaerobic digestion, in
order to maximise energy production from

currently unrecovered substances. Informed by
experience from Methaneo, Albioma is developing the necessary expertise to enhance its energy efficiency-oriented partnerships with the
sugar refining and ethanol production sector.

ALBIOMA
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1 Albioma’s anaerobic
digestion strategy is based
on a mutual exchange loop
with farmers that yields
renewable energy as part
of the regional energy
transition.
2 Inside the TIPER unit,
biogas is recovered
to produce steam, some
of which is supplied to
an agribusiness customer,
and the remainder
converted into electricity.
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ALBIOMA,

A RESPONSIBLE
COMPANY
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GOVERNANCE

EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
Effective corporate governance is a major focus of the Group’s civic
responsibility efforts. The Board of Directors and its special committees
play key roles in Albioma’s sustainable development strategy.

34

BOARD MEETINGS
AND SPECIAL COMMITTEE
SESSIONS IN 2014
(21 IN 2013), INCLUDING
10 BOARD MEETINGS
AND 11 COMMITMENTS
AND MONITORING
COMMITTEE MEETINGS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
HIGH-LEVEL EXPERTISE BENEFITTING
ALL ALBIOMA PARTNERS
The Board of Directors continuously monitors
Albioma’s activities, working with General
Management to define Group strategy. The

Board’s membership reflects the best practices
set out in the code of corporate governance
published by AFEP/MEDEF, as well as the
complex environment of the Group’s businesses.
The Board includes five independent Directors
(two of whom are female), alongside the three
representatives of Albioma’s main shareholder,
Apax Partners, and the Chairman and CEO.
The Board of Directors’ Internal Regulations and
the Directors’ Charter set out strict ethical
guidelines to which each Director implicitly
agrees to uphold.
CONSTANT GUIDANCE FROM FOUR
SPECIAL COMMITTEES
The work of the Board of Directors is prepared
by four director-level special committees:
• the Commitments and Monitoring Committee,
chaired by Michel Bleitrach, which performs
operational monitoring of the Group’s activities
and prepares the Board of Directors’ decisions
regarding strategic capital investment requests;

• the Audit, Accounts and Risks Committee,
chaired by Daniel Valot, which prepares
financial statement reviews and plays a decisive
role in monitoring the effectiveness of the
Group’s internal control and risk management
system;
• the Nomination and Remuneration Committee,
chaired by Michèle Remillieux, which p
 repares
the Board of Directors’ debates on management
compensation, the composition of the Board of
Directors and corporate governance;
• the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee,
chaired by Myriam Maestroni, a key stakeholder
in steering the Group’s sustainable development
strategy, supporting General Management on
employment, environmental and civic issues as
well as ethical matters.
To uphold the independence of the various
special committees, two Independent Directors
(one of whom is the Chairman) sit on each
committee, together with a representative of the
Group’s principal shareholder.
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2014 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jacques Pétry,

Edgard Misrahi,

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
• Age 61, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Suez
Environnement and former Chairman of Idex’s Supervisory
Board
• Joined Albioma in 2011

Standing representative of Financière Hélios serving as a
Director, member of the Commitments and Monitoring
Committee, member of the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee
• Age 61, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Apax
Partners Midmarket
• Joined Albioma in 2010

Michel Bleitrach,
Independent Director, Vice-Chairman of the Board of
Directors, Chairman of the Commitments and Monitoring
Committee, member of the Audit, Accounts and Risks
Committee
• Age 69, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
Keolis, former Chairman of the Saur group’s parent company
and Chairman of Vincipark’s Supervisory Board
• Joined Albioma in 2006

Myriam Maestroni,
Independent Director, Chairwoman of the Corporate Social
Responsibility Committee
• Age 54, founding Chairwoman of Économie d’Énergie (a
subsidiary of SHV Energy), former Chief Executive Officer of
Primagaz and SHV Gas
• Joined Albioma in 2011

Jean-Carlos Angulo,

Michèle Remillieux,

Independent Director, member of the Commitments and
Monitoring Committee, member of the Corporate Social
Responsibility Committee
• Age 66, Chief Operating Officer and Advisor to the Chairman
of the Lafarge group, former General Manager of Lafarge
for the Southern region of Latin America
• Joined Albioma in 2013

Independent Director, Chairwoman of the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee
• Age 69, former Chief Operating Officer of Hay Group France
• Joined Albioma in 2013

Patrick de Giovanni,
Director, member of the Audit, Accounts and Risks
Committee, member of the Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee
• Age 70, Managing Partner of Apax Partners
• Joined Albioma in 2005

56%

INDEPENDENT
DIRECTORS

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE
ABOVE

90%

AVERAGE AGE:

65

Maurice Tchenio,
Director
• 72, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Apax Partners
and Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Altamir Gérance
(Managing General Partner of Altamir)
• Joined Albioma in 2011

Daniel Valot,
Independent Director, Chairman of the Audit, Accounts and
Risks Committee, member of the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee
• Age 71, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Technip,
honorary member of the Court of Auditors (Cour des Comptes)
• Joined Albioma in 2013

CHANGES IN 2015
Myriam Maestroni and Patrick de Giovanni have not sought to renew their appointment as Director when
the current term expires after the Shareholders’ Meeting on 28 May 2015.
The Board of Directors examined applications for two new Directors, who will be appointed subject
to shareholders approval:
• Marie-Claire Daveu (age 44), Director for Sustainable Development and International Corporate Affairs with
the Kering group, will take over from Myriam Maestroni as Chairwoman of the Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee;
• Franck Hagège (age 41), Managing Partner of Apax Partners Midmarket, will succeed Patrick de Giovanni
representing the interests of the Group’s principal shareholder, alongside Edgard Misrahi and Maurice Tchenio;
he will sit on the Audit, Accounts and Risks Committee and the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee.
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CARBON CYCLE
Carbon is omnipresent on our planet: in the oceans, in the ground,
in the biosphere and in the atmosphere. The quantity of carbon
dioxide present in the atmosphere remains in a state of
equilibrium when the flow of carbon dioxide entering it is matched
by the flow leaving it. Burning biomass in our power plants
releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere; this carbon dioxide
is subsequently sequestrated by plants to fuel their growth,
keeping the carbon cycle balanced.
The bagasse recovered by Albioma is a sugar refining residue.
If it was not recovered for energy, it would decay naturally,
releasing carbon dioxide but also methane, the global warming
potential of which is 25 times greater than that of carbon dioxide.
When one also considers that the energy thus produced replaces
energy that would otherwise be generated from imported fossil
fuels, particularly in island locations, the immediate benefits
in terms of carbon emissions and global warming are obvious.

1

When biomass is recovered
for energy, it releases carbon
dioxide (CO2), which is reused
by plants to fuel their growth.

CO2

“
2

3

When biomass decays naturally,
it releases carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4), which is
an even greater contributor
to the greenhouse effect.

CO2

INTER
VIEW

CH4

Lauriane Mietton
Agronomist responsible
for biomass projects
(Terragen, Mauritius)

This year, we conducted small-scale sugar cane
straw collection and boiler combustion tests.

We initially focussed on straw harvesting in mechanicallyworked fields owned by the Terra sugar refinery adjacent
to Terragen. If the straw recovery project works well, we will
roll out the harvest to other large mechanically-worked
plantations, and lastly, we will examine whether the model
is reproducible for smaller, non-mechanised plantations.
From a boiler perspective, we have carried out tests
incorporating 10% straw into the bagasse. Monitoring
the combustion behaviour from the control room revealed
that the straw behaved like bagasse. However, due to its
lower density, straw places stress on the boiler’s feed
systems, which were designed to handle bagasse. We must
therefore identify the appropriate quantity of straw to include
in the bagasse in order to optimise the facilities’ physical
limitations.
When all the tests have been validated, in particular those
concerning the preparation of straw bundles prior to mixing
with bagasse, we will have a model that can be rolled out
to our other thermal facilities.

”
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RENEWABLE ENERGY

PLAYING A ROLE
IN THE ENERGY
TRANSITION
Since 2012, Albioma has been implementing its business strategy
based on developing projects for the highly energy-efficient recovery
of various biomass sources in addition to bagasse.

t

his strategy provides a tangible
response to the objectives of the energy
transition act in France and in other French
territories covered by the Group. Each French
overseas department aims to reach 50%
renewable energy in its electricity mix by 2020.
Albioma has chosen two lines of action to play
its part in the energy transition: revolutionising
its bagasse/coal model and developing new allrenewable energy power plants.
Albioma’s traditional model of bagasse/coal
thermal power plants is flexible by nature and
provides scope to recover new types of biomass
without making significant modifications to the
Group’s installations. Since 2013, the Albioma
Le Gol power plant has been carrying out trials
on the recovery of locally harvested green waste
that is available all year round. The very positive
results obtained in those trials show that it is
possible to replace some of the coal consumed
by the plant outside the sugar harvest campaign. As a partner to the sugar and ethanol
industry, the Group conducted trials at the

ALBIOMA

1 Albioma is helping to
control the atmospheric
carbon cycle by giving priority
to biomass at its thermal
power plants.
2 Cane straw was packed
in bales to make it easier
to convey to the Terragen
power plant.
3 Sugar cane straw left
in the fields near Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica power plant.

 erragen power plant in 2014 on the recovery of
T
some of the cane straw which is usually left in
the fields. This alternative to using coal could cut
coal consumption by up to 10,000 tonnes a
year and reduce the carbon footprint of our
energy production business. Based on the

positive conclusions drawn from the industrial
trial, it was decided to go ahead with the necessary investment with the aim of being operational in time for the 2015 sugar harvest. Our teams
in Mauritius will also be examining the possibility
of using this fuel at the island’s other power
plants.
In addition to the efforts we are making to gradually replace our existing thermal power plants,
the new electricity sales contracts announced
by Albioma in 2014 will help increase the share
of renewable fuels in our power production.
Albioma’s business and development are helping to achieve the goal of limiting global climate
change set at the 2015 COP21 environment
conference in Paris.
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41%

OF OUR ENERGY
PRODUCTION IN
2014 WAS FROM
RENEWABLES

1.9 M

TONNES OF
BIOMASS
PROCESSED
BY THE GROUP
TARGET:

80%

OF ALBIOMA’S
PRODUCTION
FROM RENEWABLES
BY 2023
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INTER
VIEW

ENERGY CROPS

Céline Chartol
Biomass research supervisor,
Énergie de Martinique

Energy crops are crops that are grown
in order to produce energy. They may be
annual plants (such as sorghum), perennials
(e.g. miscanthus) or short-rotation coppice
(e.g. eucalyptus).
These crops can be grown on fallow,
degraded or contaminated land or in
combination with other farming activities
(on pasture land or between rows of
fruit trees). This approach responds
to the challenge of developing local
renewable energy without competing
with the farming of food crops.

What benefits do energy crops offer farmers in Martinique?

“

Energy crops can provide solutions to a number of difficulties faced by farmers
without requiring them to abandon food crops. The challenge is to integrate energy
crops into existing production systems.
Cultivating annuals such as fibre sorghum between banana or melon crops can provide
farmers with additional income during periods when the soil is normally unused, as well
as limiting problems such as soil leaching and damage by certain pests. Another possibility
is to plant perennial agroforestry systems on land that is unused or little used. Livestock
rearing or the cultivation of theobroma cacao, which is encouraged by the Martinique regional
natural park, could be combined with the planting of trees as energy crops.
Martiniquais farmers know that systematically resorting to chemicals offers only a partial,
temporary and costly solution to their farming problems. We intend to use our in-vivo trials
to demonstrate that energy crops can provide a long-term solution.

”

SORGHUM TRIAL
To procure local biomass for the future Galion 2 biomass power
station, Albioma and Énergie de Martinique SAEML(1) (created
in July 2013 on the initiative of the Martinique region) launched
a programme to study the development of energy crops
in Martinique with the aim of characterising this type of crop
in agronomic (yields), environmental (impact on soil), economic
(costs of installation and harvest) and territorial terms
(acceptability and compatibility with existing crop systems).

1

PLANTING GROUND

In this context, fibre sorghum crop trials were conducted in fields
on volunteer farmers’ land. This annual plant grows in three
to four months and can be sown on fields left unused between
successive banana crop cycles.

preparation, sowing,
fertilising

HARVEST

(1) Local semi-public corporation (Société Anonyme d’Économie Mixte Locale).

reaping, natural drying
on ground, baling,
storage at edge of field

TRANSPORT
by truck, in bales
(platforms) or in
bulk (skips)

HANDLING
AT POWER PLANT
reception, storage,
grinding, feed to boiler

2
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CHALLENGES

PROMOTING
NEW BIOMASS
INDUSTRIES

i

n addition to the bagasse produced by
sugar mills, Albioma is developing new local
sources of biomass fuel supplies, such as sugar
cane straw, the unrecovered portion of bagasse
from distilleries, coppice with standards, the
non-fermentable fraction of green waste or
energy crops with no conflicting uses.
Recovering this locally-produced biomass
means developing new industries to supply
energy production facilities using a fuel
complying with precise technical specifications.
Many business activities – including planting,
ALBIOMA

harvesting, sorting, drying, grinding, storage
and transport – must therefore be created or
developed to produce this fuel and deliver it to
the facilities where it is to be recovered.
These new industries will bring a great many
new opportunities for the areas concerned: job
creation, recovery of biomass currently treated
as waste, additional income for the farming and
forestry industries, and cutting down on
imported fossil fuels and the corresponding
carbon emissions.

2014 ACTIVITY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

1 The value chain for
local biomass production
industries is made up of
four segments: planting,
harvesting, transport and
handling at power plants.
2 Procurement of
biomass from energy
crops.
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INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY

OPTIMISING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
For Albioma, industrial ecology and the circular economy
– a term increasingly used in Europe – is more than just a matter
of fashion or a catchphrase for green communication.

1 The four action

strategies for industrial
ecology help to promote a
sustainable production
model.
2 The first tasks
undertaken by Albioma’s
teams at Rio Pardo
Termoelétrica aimed to
increase the facility’s
energy efficiency.
As a result, the power
plant produced more
energy per tonne of
bagasse as from the very
first year of operation.

(1) ) “Vers une écologie
industrielle” – Editions
Charles Léopold
Mayer - 2004
(2) Brazil is the world’s leading
cane sugar producer.

o

ur business and development
are based on a vision firmly focused on the four
industrial ecology-oriented action strategies
described by Professor Suren Erkman(1). We are
not content to simply conduct most of our
thermal power generating activities in symbiosis
with local partners (loop strategy), or to develop
the use of carbon-free energy (balancing
strategy). On the contrary, we also consider it
essential to optimise our use of our primary
energy sources and reduce dissipative losses
(intensification and loss reduction strategies).
This determination to use our primary energy
sources – whether renewable or non-renewable
– as efficiently as possible applies to existing
and future facilities alike.
The performance of our existing facilities,
informed by extensive industrial experience, is
reflected in the number of kilowatt-hours
exported to the power grid per tonne of sugar
cane produced by our sugar mill partners. Our
ability to efficiently recover calorific energy from

bagasse has played a major part in attracting
the interest that Brazilian sugar producers have
shown since our recent expansion into their
country(2). In this context, within a few months of
our takeover of the Rio Pardo cogeneration
plant, our teams increased the power exported
per tonne of cane by 30%.
Performance committees set up in 2013 were
fully operational by 2014. These committees
help structure sources of progress as a
continuous improvement loop, notably by
promoting the transfer of best practices between
plants.
This constant drive to improve performance
extends beyond our thermal power generating
business to include our photovoltaic solar power
facilities. On Reunion Island in 2014, we started
up our first photovoltaic solar power plant with
storage capabilities to compensate for power
drops due to variations in levels of sunlight and
so stabilise the supply of power to the grid.
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INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY DIAGRAM
1

INTER
VIEW

Reduce losses

Suren Erkman,
Professor at the Institute for Communication and
Analysis of Science and Technology, in Geneva

How does industrial ecology apply to islands?

Loop

Intensify

“

Islands provide an excellent context in which to practice industrial ecology. An island
makes cheating difficult as it imposes physical limits in terms of resources and pollutants.
They act as laboratories to test what is happening on a global level. Mauritius, for example, which
is a small island state that is especially vulnerable to environmental degradation and the effects
of climate change, hatched the Mauritius Sustainable Island project aimed at making the island
a beacon for sustainable development.

”

How can Albioma push further ahead with industrial ecology?

Balance

“

Supplementing bagasse cogeneration by developing anaerobic digestion plants to recover
the vinasse and molasses produced by the sugar industry is entirely consistent with
the principles of industrial ecology. Albioma could then go further by recovering the CO2 that is usually
released to the atmosphere on outlet from anaerobic digestion systems. It should not be forgotten
that CO2 has value and can be used in processes or as a physical agent. One of the fundamental
precepts of industrial ecology is to always be ready to find solutions to recover materials that do not,
at first glance, appear to be of value.

”

As mentioned in our previous report, we have
started designing two new power plants, in
Martinique and in Marie-Galante. We had set
the target of cutting the primary energy
consumption of these new power plants by
10% compared with that of our recent Albioma
Caraïbes plant, commissioned in 2011. This
was an ambitious target but the design work
carried out on the new plants’ boilers in 2014
has increased our expectation of achieving the
goal of a 10% improvement in efficiency.
We will also be building a peaking power plant
on Reunion Island, featuring an ethanol-fuelled
combustion turbine. Unfortunately, we will not
be able to build a combined cycle facility with a
lost heat recovery system, owing to the plant’s
island setting and the grid requirements in
terms of startup frequency and rapidity.
We have nevertheless selected the best
combustion turbine available on the market
offering optimal efficiency in the applicable
power range.
ALBIOMA
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1

Daniel Audoubert,
Head of Construction Projects
at Albioma

INTER
VIEW

How can the volume of liquid effluents be minimised upstream
of their treatment?

“
“

The technical configuration of our power plants ruled out the possibility
of achieving zero discharges. There is nevertheless a genuine desire to save
water at our power plants, notably by means of projects for the recycling of industrial
water, whether treated or untreated. Rainwater is now recycled in certain conditions
and after treatment.

”

Can you describe the liquid effluent treatment systems commissioned in 2014?

Since we cannot totally avoid liquid discharges, we have to treat them.
We have set up systems to separate and treat industrial liquid effluents,
rainwater and sludge extracted from them. In particular, we monitor the pH, the mean
concentration and the daily flow of suspended solids characterising the liquid discharges.
With the new treatment lines, suspended solids settle out quickly after flocculation
and, if necessary, the pH is adjusted before release into the natural environment.
We did have a few surprises during the first few months of the facilities’ operation,
notably at Albioma Bois-Rouge where we noticed that the effluents were highly laden
with “sand” (cinders and slag). So we added sand traps upstream to prevent obstruction
and damage to the treatment systems. This solution will probably be extended to
all the treatment systems.

”

2
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ENVIRONMENT

POSITIVE ACTION
ON ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS
Our businesses are conducted in ecosystems that are specific
to each of our plants. Being firmly established on the islands
where we operate, we are especially focused on ensuring the smooth
operation and proper balance of our interdependency
with other components of those ecosystems.

o

ur environmental protection
actions are based on understanding and
analysing our impacts, compliance with
regulations and an approach ensuring we
achieve continuous improvements in reducing
our emissions and managing resources. In
2014, we concentrated our efforts on our main
thermal power plants, pursuing a major
investment programme to optimise the quality of
our liquid and gaseous discharges.
WATER
Most of our water consumption is linked to our
thermal power generating activity. Water is used
at these plants, notably in cooling towers, which
remove residual heat after the steam
condensation process required to generate
electricity. This is by far the biggest water
consumer in thermal power plants. To reduce
this consumption, our new power plants are
equipped with air-cooled condensers.
ALBIOMA

As a result, the Albioma Caraïbes power plant
consumed only 0.72 litre of industrial water per
kWh in 2014 compared with 2.84 for the
neighbouring Albioma Le Moule plant.
Water is also consumed for steam system
make-up, slag extraction, ash wetting, various
scrubbing operations and, to a lesser extent,
sanitary installations.
Our primary objective was to limit consumption
by our thermal power plants to a maximum of
3 litres/kWh. This target was met in 2014, with
an average consumption of 2.07 litres/kWh for
our power plants.
Alongside the steps taken to reduce our water
consumption, which are to be continued, new
equipment was put into service on Reunion
Island at the end of 2014 to separate the
industrial effluent and contaminated runoff water
treatment networks.

2014 ACTIVITY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORT

1 The cooling towers
at Albioma Le Moule are
the power plant’s biggest
water consumers.
2 All the stacks at
Albioma’s power plants
are equipped with flue gas
treatment systems
ensuring compliance with
regulatory emission limits.
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1 The furnace at Albioma
Caraïbes, which reaches
temperatures in the region
of 1,000°C, is where coal is
burned to generate heat.
2 After being burned
in the boiler furnace, coal
is transformed into
combustion by-products
(ash and furnace slag)
with a low carbon content.
3 Due to the
temperatures reached
in the furnace and
radiation due to
combustion, suitable
personal protective
equipment must be worn
by operators working
on the boiler.

AIR
Burning coal and biomass produces gaseous
pollution in the form of sulphur dioxide (SO2),
nitrogen oxides (NOx), fine particulate matter
and traces of unburned substances and heavy
metals. Emissions of these pollutants are limited
under the terms of our operating licenses. At
each of our power plants, three principal
parameters are monitored by constant
measurements and analysed for compliance,
with the results being transmitted to the
authorities on a monthly basis. Emission levels
of minor substances are measured periodically
by an approved independent organisation.
Although our thermal power generating business
does not produce dioxin or furan emissions,
measurements are conducted to check for
these substances every two years. The
monitoring of the satisfactory operation of our
facilities is completed by the continuous
measurement of combustion parameters
including, notably, carbon monoxide and
oxygen.
In addition to these emission checks, we have
introduced atmospheric fallout measurement,
which do not concern pollutants released by
our facilities but nevertheless enable us to
check that there are no significant impacts in
our immediate surroundings. In 2014, we
supplemented these means of gauging and
analysing our impacts by conducting studies to
assess health risks to people living in the vicinity
of our facilities.
Particulate matter released by combustion goes
through three capture phases, the last of which
is electrostatic precipitation. Our electrostatic
precipitators enable us to achieve very low
emission levels. Unfortunately, in 2014, a failure
occurred on one of these electrostatic
precipitators, at Bois-Rouge power plant on
Reunion Island, resulting in an abnormal, visible
release of particulate matter from the stack. Our
teams were mobilised to rectify this temporary
malfunction. Modifications are being made to
the flue gas system in order to further improve
our control of dust emissions.
Our major investment programme following
studies throughout 2014 is mainly aimed at
reducing our sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide

emissions. It will enable us to stay one step
ahead in ensuring compliance with the new
emission limit levels specified by the recent
European directive on industrial emissions. The
final stage, concerning flue gas post-treatment
systems which are to be installed, will use bag
filters to protect power plants in the event of any
future electrostatic precipitator malfunctions.
WASTE
Coal and biomass combustion by-products, i.e.
ash and furnace slag, form the main part of the
solid residues produced by our activities. For
that reason, they have been the focus of special
attention since early 2013, with the twin aims of
ensuring they have no environmental impacts
and developing ways to recycle them. Their
future use as raw materials for specific business
activities, notably the building industry, could
lead to a decrease in the amount of resources
imported or locally extracted, which is of
particular interest, given the island location of
our main plants.
During the first half-year, we completed our
work to characterise the various types of ash
and slag produced by our power plants. Our
goal was to improve our knowledge of our byproducts and assess their behaviour with
respect to the requirements of applicable
standards and regulations. The list of parameters
was very wide-ranging, notably covering
leaching tests (extraction using water), the
absence of subsoil and groundwater impacts in
storage conditions, biological stability, and the
absence of radiological impacts with respect to
regulations on technologically enhanced natural
radioactivity.
The various recovery processes were ranked,
notably in terms of implementation times, in the
light of the positive results obtained from these
studies. Pending the actual creation of new
recovery processes, we decided in favour of
storage on sites set aside for inert materials,
which have the advantage of being controlled by
regulations.
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46%

INTER
VIEW

OF COAL COMBUSTION
BY-PRODUCTS
RECOVERED IN 2014

€4.3 M

INVESTED IN
ENVIRONMENTAL RISK
PREVENTION IN 2014

570 gCO /kWh

PRODUCED IN 2014

2

“

Pierre Szymanski
Process engineer

The latest Health Risk Assessments (HRAs) at our plants were conducted in the 2010s, a few
years after the commissioning of our third plant units. These risk assessments are used to draw up
applications for permission to operate facilities that are classified for environmental protection, which requires
the assessment of environmental and health impacts. On the basis of the few years during which the sites
have been in operation, it is clear that the modelling studies included in the application files are consistent
with the sites’ actual emissions or that the impacts were, at least, correctly foreseen. There have been major
changes in risk assessment methodology since 2013, due to the influence of French health and safety agencies
(InVS and INERIS). The numerous scientific studies conducted on health-related aspects, which have extended
the range of pollutants covered and made it possible to detect previously undetectable symptoms, have enhanced
the protection of the environment and people living in pollutant fallout areas. In addition, following investments
made to achieve compliance with the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED), we have updated our HRAs to reflect
the lower emissions. Although the tools and data now available are making these assessments increasingly
accurate, the purpose of HRAs is, nevertheless, to cover all possible risks. Uncertainty factors are used to ensure
that all people, including the most vulnerable, are properly taken into account in health results. The new
HRA methodology therefore emphasises the conservative aspect of risk assumptions and calculations in order to
identify the most exposed areas and then define appropriate on-site monitoring to optimise risk management.

”
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1

Ingrid Bourane
Quality, Safety and
Environment manager
at Albioma Bois-Rouge

INTER
1VIEW

“

Albioma Bois-Rouge has held ISO 14001, ISO 9001
and ILO OSH 2001 certifications since December 2012.
These certification procedures led to many very real changes at
this site. Road markings were painted on the ground, information
and traffic signs were installed, hazardous areas were identified
more clearly and significant investments were made. Nowadays,
when people enter the plant, they can have no doubt about
the site’s industrial nature and they are warned about the risks
they are exposed to.

2

The way in which risks are perceived has been changed by
introducing training schemes and procedures, promoting in-house
communication and adopting more comprehensive risk prevention
plans jointly with all our subcontractors.
However, within two years of certification, a feeling of routine crept in,
giving the impression that the issue of safety had been settled
once and for all. But experience shows that, where safety
is concerned, we cannot afford to rest on our laurels. It must become
second nature to us and be part of our daily life so that we are
constantly alert to risks. That is the only way to reduce accidents
at our plants.

”

24
11

hrs

TRAINING PER EMPLOYEE
IN 2014 INCLUDING
3

hrs

ON SAFETY
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

GOOD CORPORATE
CITIZENSHIP

i

Our growth can only fulfil its full potential if we also take
good care of our employees and fully assume our
civic responsibilities. Albioma’s highly technical, industrial
businesses demand a high level of expertise
and constant readiness from our employees.

n exchange for this level of commitment
by our personnel, the Group does not hesitate
to invest in safety and training. And, as we
operate in areas where youth employment is a
major problem – we have set ourselves
ambitious targets to offer apprenticeships
providing young people with their first highquality professional experience in a sector with
a promising future: renewable energy.
Furthermore, our model is deeply rooted in a
locally-focused, community-oriented approach,
both in terms of our relationship with the agribusiness sector and as an electricity supplier.
Our facilities are a big attraction for our partners
and we endeavour to open up this technical
and industrial environment to them as far as
our activities and the size of our teams permit.
SAFETY
Safety is one of our fundamental values. Our
employees and independent contractors
operate in a high-tech sector where industrial
risks are very real. The safety of all personnel
is therefore a top priority for Albioma, regardless of their position, role or location. This
ALBIOMA

commitment is reflected by the close involvement of our Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee.
In 2014, our safety results did not meet our
expectations despite the best efforts of the
Safety Committees, which met quarterly and
were rolled out to all activities. In fact,
performance slipped, resulting in an accident
frequency rate of 32.1 and a severity rating of
0.61. The number of occupational accidents
requiring more than 24 hours off work increased
sharply to a total of 33 across the Group.
In order to examine the reasons for this decline
in performance and specify changes to be
made in order to get nearer to achieving the
objective of “zero accident”, we commissioned
an audit of our safety approach by a specialised
firm, in December 2014. The audit results will
be discussed at Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee meetings with the aim of guiding
our safety approach in 2015.
We are confident we will be able to reduce the
number of occupational accidents in the Group
by taking steps to increase risk awareness
among all our employees.
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1 Personal protective
equipment must be worn
at all Albioma power
plants.
2 Subcontractors
working at our power
plants are required
to comply with the same
safety instructions as
Albioma employees.
3 Hard hats, ear-plugs,
goggles and safety boots
are part of the standard
equipment to be worn
when entering power
plants. For some areas
indicated by signboards,
other special equipment
must be worn. These items
are regularly tested and
checked.
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“

THANKS TO TRAINING IN

THE BASICS OF INSTRUMENTATION
(WITH A FOCUS ON SENSOR
TECHNOLOGY), I KNOW WHAT
DATA CAN BE TRANSMITTED
BY POWER PLANTS AND I’M ABLE
TO ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
WHEN I RECEIVE SURPRISING
READINGS.

”

Laure Porret
Junior performance engineer

“

LESSONS IN PORTUGUESE

WERE ESSENTIAL IN ORDER TO WORK

INTER
VIEW

Freddy Joewarame
Apprentice energy
and HVAC engineer

“

I’ve always been interested in renewable energy. So, after graduating
from high school, I enrolled at Kourou institute of technology,
which would enable me to get into electrical engineering and study for a degree
in sustainable production and management of electrical energy.
I had to leave my home region to continue my studies and now I’m preparing for
an engineering diploma specialised in HVAC and sustainable development in Paris.
My work-study contract at Albioma gives me the opportunity to really put the concepts
of thermodynamics that I’m learning about in my Master’s course into practice.
At power plants, I can see the actual application of those concepts and my learning
curve is enhanced by explanations from my colleagues. When I get back to
the classroom, I have more probing questions for my tutors, so I can understand
all the phenomena in depth.
Once I have my qualification, I’d like to gain experience in a company and become
a subject expert in the field, and then return to live and work in French Guiana.

”

IN BRAZIL. WHEN YOU LEARN A
LANGUAGE BY YOURSELF, YOU SOON
BOG DOWN BUT, WITH A TEACHER,

1

YOU MAKE PROGRESS AND GET
A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF
BRAZILIAN CULTURE.
Louis Decrop
Chief Operating Officer

“

”

ACCESS IS THE TOOL WE’LL BE

USING IN FUTURE TO FOLLOW UP
LEGAL ASPECTS OF COMPANIES IN THE
GROUP. NOW THAT I UNDERSTAND
IT BETTER, I ALMOST PREFER
IT TO EXCEL.

”

Marielle Thébault
Legal Secretary Albioma

At the first edition of the Reunion Island Training Trophies contest
organised by MEDEF Réunion and Opcalia Réunion, Albioma won
the “Formalised quality policy” award in the work-study schemes
category.
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INTEGRATION
Since 2013, Albioma has been boosting its
intake of apprentices and interns with the aim of
bringing personnel in this category up to at least
5% of its total workforce. This target was
exceeded in 2014, with the proportion of

apprentices and interns reaching 7.5%. Playing
our part in training apprentices and interns is a
core value at Albioma and part of our way of
working in all our businesses. As the difficulties
encountered by young people seeking to enter
the labour market are a serious issue for our
economies, we believe we have a duty to offer
them opportunities to acquire high-quality professional experience in a key sector for the
future: renewable energy.
From May 2014, we took in 16 young people
from overseas France under the ALMAR training
scheme developed in partnership with voca
tional training and aid agencies (Association
pour la Formation Professionnelle and Agence
de l’Outre-mer pour la Mobilité), the Agefos
PME training funding organisation and our four
base-load thermal power plants. These apprentices studying for technical qualifications in thermal power plant equipment maintenance
spend part of their 14-month training period at
our production sites and another part on the
theoretical training campus run by Association
pour la Formation Professionnelle in Lardy, in
France. This first intake of trainees should
receive their diplomas in July 2015.
TRAINING
Investing in vocational training for employees
throughout their careers is of paramount importance for the Group. Through its Training C
 harter,
the Group has pledged to offer comprehensive
training programmes that enable each individual
employee to adapt and hone their skills to f urther
their careers. In 2013, the Group set and
achieved an ambitious target of providing
35 hours’ training per employee per year.
ALBIOMA

24 hrs

12%

TRAINING PER
EMPLOYEE IN 2014

FEMALE IN 2014

19 hrs
OF SAFETY
TRAINING

Unfortunately, our performance for 2014 fell
short of that target, with a total of 24 hours’
training per employee. Although the technical
incidents that occurred during the year partly
explain that shortfall, they are by no means a
satisfactory excuse. Efforts will be made in 2015
to restore the level of training provided in 2013
and to give new impetus to our non-statutory
training programmes.
Our safety training results also failed to live up
to our performance in 2013, with 11 hours of
safety training per employee against 20 in 2013.
Special emphasis will continue to be placed on
safety training, which we see as an effective
lever to improve our safety performance.
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5.6%

OF EMPLOYEES
ON APPRENTICESHIP
CONTRACTS OR
INTERNSHIPS IN 2014

1 Vocational training
concerns all Albioma
employees. Safety training
is included in plant training
plans.
2 Apprentices doing
the ALMAR training
programme spent several
months on campus
in Lardy before going
to thermal power plants
for practical training.
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OUR EMPLOYEES TAKE UP
THE “TRAIL DE BOURBON”
CHALLENGE WITH OUR SUPPORT

INTER
VIEW

Every year, a spectacular, extremely tough and
environmentally-friendly sports contest is held on
Reunion Island: the Grand Raid run. Three races take
place simultaneously in the heart of this mountainous
island, including the Trail de Bourbon (93 km, 5,655 m
total climb) in which six of our employees based
in Guadeloupe, mainland France and Reunion,
competed in 2014.
“Now that we’re back on our island - our heads bursting
with images from the southern hemisphere and our legs
aching after climbing Kervegen mountain - we would like
to thank the personnel at Albioma Bois-Rouge power
plant and the Albioma organisers for enabling us to take
part in the Trail de Bourbon race in such ideal
conditions,” said Frédéric Wasier and Patrick Cléro
(Albioma Caraïbes).
We support the practice of sports in natural surroundings,
where intense physical exertion goes hand in hand
with team spirit and environmental preservation.

Christian Blanchard
Development Director,
Caraïbes and Methaneo

“

Liaising with partners has only recently become part of
my work. When I handled projects in the 1980s and 1990s,
development managers were mainly concerned with regulatory
requirements, technical aspects and financial matters. We didn’t really
pay much attention to other stakeholders at that time.
Nowadays, our work has taken on a new dimension. We have to take
a broader view instead of focusing exclusively on our traditional
contacts and we have to go to greater lengths to explain our industrial
activity. Through discussions with local elected representatives and
associations, we are learning how to give a clearer picture of who
we are and fit in better with the local setting. I think this is a change
for the better as our business, which benefits the sugar cane industry
and produces renewable energy, is well thought of locally.

”

WHAT IS A STAKEHOLDER?
A stakeholder is a person or entity that may have an impact on or be affected by the company’s activities,
or feels concerned by those activities and the expected service (definition adapted from the Guide
to discussions with stakeholders, published by the French ministry of ecology, sustainable development
and energy). Examples of stakeholders include local administrations, customers, suppliers, NGOs,
partner companies and local residents.

2
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A PARTNER FOR THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY
Albioma has been operating as an energy producer
in French overseas departments for more than 20 years.

3

w

e have always maintained
cordial relations with our stakeholders without
making them a specific point of focus in our
communication outside the Group. We now feel
that we should adopt a structured approach, so
that the best practices implemented at some
production plants can be shared with and rolled
out to all our sites.
ESTABLISHING DIALOGUE
WITH STAKEHOLDERS
With this aim in mind, we started examining
possible interactions with our stakeholders in
ALBIOMA

2014. This gave us a clearer understanding of
the issues involved in this type of collaboration
and enabled us to define lines of action. In 2015,
we will be continuing with this approach,
mapping out the profiles of our stakeholders and
implementing more constructive ways of
interacting with them.
For the Group, this is another way of becoming an
integral part of local life and supporting the action
taken by our employees in the areas we serve.
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1 Team of Albioma
runners who took part
in the Trail de Bourbon
race in 2014.
2 Holding discussions
with our stakeholders
builds relations of mutual
trust in a transparent
manner.
3 Albioma’s thermal
power plants operate
day and night to satisfy
the electricity needs
of the areas we serve.
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INTER
VIEW

Pierre Bascoul
Purchasing and Maintenance
Director

“

For the construction of Galion 2, it was suggested that we should
work with new Indian and Chinese suppliers for the boiler.
As we did not know those suppliers, we went to meet them, along with the Galion 2
project manager, to tour their production facilities. We checked the quality
of the equipment manufactured which seemed to suit our needs. However,
in the case of some second-tier subcontractors, we noted that working conditions
in certain workshops and factories fell far short of our standards. We therefore
stipulated our standards to the manufacturer and rejected all second-tier
subcontractors that failed to comply. The Purchasing team takes steps to work
as far upstream as possible with service providers and subcontractors.
For all outsourced work, a risk prevention plan is drawn up and a prior plant
inspection is carried out with field operators. We take great care to ensure
that such work is carried out in satisfactory conditions and that safety progress
is made at the plants of subcontractors working with us.

”

2
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ATTENTIVE TO THE NEEDS OF
OUR CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS
In the regions where we operate, we generally
have a single direct customer: EDF in French
overseas departments and the Country
Electricity Board in Mauritius. With those
customers, we have long-term trust-based
relationships backed by a commitment to
transparency. Every year, at our certified thermal
power plants in French overseas departments,
we conduct a satisfaction survey with EDF and
our sugar manufacturing partners to gather their
comments on the past year and identify lines of
action we could take to make any necessary
improvements.

ALBIOMA

A CAREFUL BUYER
Albioma is a major player in the economic fabric
of the regions where the Group operates. Our
economic impact extends beyond supplying
energy, generating business for ports, road
haulage contractors and local subcontractors,
for example. We give priority to local suppliers (in
2014, 43% of our purchases excluding fuel were
made locally) and operate a sustainable
purchasing policy.
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1 Sites where
ground-array solar farms
are located are maintained
by livestock farmers
whenever permitted
by the situation in the field.
On Reunion Island,
this task is performed
by sheep at the Bethléem
power plant.
2 At all our QSE certified
plants, we conduct annual
satisfaction surveys with
our customer (EDF) and
our sugar manufacturing
partner.
3 Operating power plants
near sugar mills calls
for good interaction
between personnel at
the power plant and at
the sugar mill on a
day-to-day basis.
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CONTRIBUTION TO
THE ENERGY TRANSITION
Renewable energy
Percentage of production from renewable fuels
Quantity of biomass recovered

EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES
Efficiency
kWh exported per tonne of sugar cane
Availability
Water intensity of energy produced

MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Recovery and environment
Rate of return to fields
Agricultural recovery (fertiliser avoided)
Percentage of coal combustion by-products recovered
CO2 intensity of energy produced
Quantity of coal combustion by-products in final storage

SOCIAL AND CIVIC
Safety
Occupational accidents
Occupational accident frequency rate
Occupational accident severity rate
Social
Average training time
Percentage of employees on apprenticeships/internships
Percentage of female employees
Proportion of compulsory employment beneficiaries
Civic
Percentage of local purchases
(excluding fuel)
Number of households supplied with electricity
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Unit

2013

2014

Scope

%

37.3

41

Group

1.3

1.9

Group

Unit

2013

2014

Scope

Comments

kWh/tonne of

114.02

89.5

Thermal biomass

The takeover of Rio Pardo power plant, where performance
was historically low, had a negative effect on this indicator.

%

92.3

91.1

Thermal biomass,
excluding Brazil

The technical incidents at two of our power plants in 2014
resulted in a decline in overall availability.

litre/kWh

2.3

2.07

Thermal biomass

2013

2014

Scope

%

NA

91

Anaerobic digestion

tonnes

NA

757

Anaerobic digestion

%

40
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Thermal biomass

million tonnes

Unit

Comments

Comments

gCO2/kWh

680

570

Group

thousands of tonnes

180

163

Thermal biomass

2013

2014

Scope

Comments

#

15

33

Group

In response to the increased number of accidents, Albioma
implemented a priority action plan focused on safety.

#

17.3

32.1

Group

In response to the higher accident frequency rate, Albioma
implemented a priority action plan focused on safety.

#

0.45

0.61

Group

In response to the increase in severity rate, Albioma
implemented a priority action plan focused on safety.

Unit

2013

2014

Scope

Comments

hr/yr/employee

30

24

Group

%

6

5.6

Group

%

13

12

Group

1.1

1.3

Group, excluding
Mauritius and Brazil

2013

2014

Unit

%
Unit

Scope

Comments
The high proportion of capital expenditure in our purchases
did not enable us to choose local firms as much as in 2013.

%

68

43

Group, excluding
Mauritius and Brazil

million households

1.9

2.9

Group
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Corporate Social
Responsibility department
Djothi Ficot, CSR manager
Email: djothi.ficot@albioma.com
Telephone: +33 (0)1 47 76 66 24
For more information, refer to
the 2014 Registration Document
and Albioma’s publications on
the Group’s website at www.albioma.com.
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